Abstract-We consider a class of multiuser optimization problems in which user interactions are seen through congestion cost functions or coupling constraints. Our primary emphasis lies on the convergence and error analysis of distributed algorithms in which users communicate through aggregate user information. Traditional implementations are reliant on strong convexity assumptions, require coordination across users in terms of consistent stepsizes, and often rule out early termination by a group of users. We consider how some of these assumptions can be weakened in the context of projection methods motivated by fixed-point formulations of the problem. Specifically, we focus on (approximate) primal and primal-dual projection algorithms. We analyze the convergence behavior of the methods and provide error bounds in settings with limited coordination across users and regimes where a group of users may prematurely terminate affecting the convergence point.
more recent schemes for generating primal and primal-dual approximate solutions proposed in [7] - [9] , as well as a merit function approach proposed in [12] .
In this paper, we focus on a multiuser optimization problem where the system cost is given by N i=1 f i (x i ) + c(x), with f i (x i ) being user-specific convex cost and c(x) being a coupling cost. We cast such a problem as a Cartesian variational inequality [3] , for which we consider primal and primal-dual projection algorithms. Our interest is in the convergence and error analysis for constant stepsize rules. We analyze the primal algorithm when the system cost is strongly convex and when the cost is only convex, but has bounded gradients. We also allow for coupling across user decisions through convex constraints and analyze a primaldual algorithm for such a system. The contributions can be broadly categorized as lying in the development and analysis of primal projection algorithms, average primal algorithms, and primal-dual algorithms. The novelty is in our error analysis and per-iteration error bounds for the system behavior, including the cases when the users use different stepsizes, a class of users terminate prematurely, and primaldual schemes where the primal and dual algorithms employ different stepsizes.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we describe the problem of interest and formulate it as a variational inequality. In section III, we propose a primal method, analyze its properties and provide error bounds under "strong monotonicity" condition. In section IV, under weaker conditions, we study the effects of averaging and the resulting error bounds. In section V, we extend our analysis to allow for more general coupling constraints and present a regularized primal-dual method. Our analysis is equipped with error bounds when primal and dual steplengths differ. We summarize our main contributions in Section VI.
Throughout this paper, we view vectors as columns. We write x T to denote the transpose of a vector x, and x T y to denote the inner product of vectors x and y. We use x = √ x T x to denote the Euclidean norm of a vector x. We use Π X to denote the Euclidean projection operator onto a set X, i.e., Π X (x) argmin z∈X x − z .
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a set of N users each having a specific cost f i (x i ) depending on a decision vector x i ∈ R ni . Let c(x) be a coupling cost that depends on the user decision vectors, i.e., x = (x 1 , . . . , x N ) ∈ R n , where n = N i=1 n i . The functions f i : R ni → R and c : R n → R are convex and ThB05.6
978-1-4244-3872-3/09/$25.00 ©2009 IEEEdifferentiable 1 . In addition, each user i has a constraint set X i ⊆ R ni , which is non-empty, convex and closed. The usersystem optimization problem is given by:
subject to x i ∈ X i for all i = 1, . . . , N.
We note that the problem has "almost" separable structure in the sense that the user's variables are coupled only through the cost c(x). In the absence of such a cost, the problem would decompose into N independent user problems. We are interested in distributed algorithms aimed at solving the system problem, while each user executes computations in the space of its own decision variables. Our approach is based on casting the system optimization problem as a variational inequality, which is decomposed by exploiting the separable structure of the user's constraint sets and "almost separable" structure of the objective function in (1). We let X be the Cartesian product of the sets X i , i.e.,
By the first-order optimality conditions, it can be seen that x * ∈ X is a solution to problem (1) if and only if x * solves the following variational inequality, denoted by VI(X, F ),
where the map F : R n → R n is given by
Being the Cartesian product of convex sets, the set X is convex. Thus, a vector x * ∈ X solves VI(X, F ) if and only if x * is a fixed point of the natural map
In view of the special structure of the map F , it can be seen that the preceding fixed point equation is decomposable per user, and it is equivalent to the following system of equations:
with any scalar α > 0. Thus, x * = (x * 1 , . . . , x * N ) ∈ X solves problem (1) if and only if it is a solution to the system (3).
In the sequel, we use x and x T y to denote respectively the Euclidean norm and the inner product in the product space R n1 × · · · × R n N , that are induced by the Euclidean norms and the inner products in the component spaces.
In addition to assuming that each X i is closed convex set, and each f i and c are differentiable convex functions in problem (1), we also use the following assumptions: (A1) The gradient map F (x) is strongly monotone and Lipschitz over the set X with constants ν and L. (A2) The set X is compact.
The assumption (A1) is satisfied, for example, when c(x) is strongly convex with Lipschitz gradient over X and each ∇ xi f i is Lipschitz over X i . The assumption (A2) is satisfied, for example, when each X i is compact. In this case, the gradient map F (x) is uniformly bounded over the set X, i.e., there is M > 0 such that F (x) ≤ M for all x ∈ X.
III. PRIMAL PROJECTION METHOD
Here, we consider a projection method for solving the user optimization problem (1) . Let x k i denote the estimate of user i at iteration k. At each iteration, user i receives estimates from the other users and then updates according to:
where τ k > 0 is the stepsize, F i (x) is given by (2), and x 0 i ∈ X i is the initial estimate for user i. In the following sections, we study the properties of the sequence {x k } whose components x k i are generated by (4) .
A. Convergence
For a strongly monotone gradient map, the convergence of the method is geometric, as seen in the following lemma.
Lemma 1: Let (A1) hold, and let x * ∈ X be the optimal solution for problem (1) . Let {x k i }, i = 1, . . . , N, be generated by (4) using a constant stepsize, i.e., τ k = τ for all k ≥ 0, with τ < 2/L. Then, we have
. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2 in [11] , page 24.
B. Error Analysis
In this section, we provide error results associated with a finite termination of all users or a group of users. 1) Finite termination: We provide an upper bound for the error resulting from a finite termination of the algorithm (4) using a constant stepsize τ . Let k i be the residual error for user i at iteration k, i.e., for all k and i = 1, . . . , N,
We have the following result. Lemma 2: Under assumptions of Lemma 1, we have
By summing over all users, we obtain
Therefore,
, and by using Lemma 1, we further have
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The preceding bound can be used to determine the minimal number of iterations K that is required to guarantee the user errors are all below some prespecified error level¯ .
In particular, since max 1≤i≤N
2 , we can determine the minimal nonnegative K satisfying
This gives us
. Note that K increases as¯ decreases, which is expected since a higher accuracy would naturally require more iterations. Also, K decreases as q decreases which is consistent with intuition that "a more contractive" map would require fewer iterations.
2) Group of users terminates: We study the error properties when a certain group of users terminates updating as they have their error below a critical level, while the other users continue updating. We provide error estimate for the global system under assumptions (A1)-(A2).
Letk be the time when a group of users terminates computations, and let I be the index set of the users who have terminated. For j ∈ I, we have xk j − x * j ≤¯ . Let {x k } be the resulting sequence generated by the users. This sequence is identical to the sequence {x k } obtained by (4) up to timek. In particular, we havẽ
for all k ≤k and all i,
where I c is the index set of the users that continue updating. We next, provide an estimate for the difference between the resulting sequence {x k } and the optimal x * . Proposition 1: Let (A1) and (A2) hold, and let the constant stepsize satisfy 0 < τ < 2 L . Then, the sequence {x k } is such that for k ≥k,
and M is the upper bound on gradient norms F (x) over the set X.
Proof: Sincex k = x k for k ≤k, by Lemma 1, we get
From relation (6) we have for k ≥k and i ∈ I,
Using the nonexpansive property of the projection, from (7) we can see that for k ≥k and i ∈ I c ,
. Summing across all users we obtain
Adding and subtracting the missing terms with j ∈ I and using the Lipschitz and strong monotonicity property of the gradient map F , we further obtain
where in the last step we used the first relation in (6) and F (x) ≤ M for all x ∈ X, which implies that each F i is also bounded by M over X. Therefore,
where in the second inequality we use (8) .
Note that the results of Proposition 1 and Lemma 1 coincide when |I| = 0.
IV. APPROXIMATE AVERAGE PRIMAL SOLUTIONS In this section, we study the properties of the method (4) without the strong monotonicity assumption. In order to provide approximate solutions with error estimates, we consider the averages of user estimates. Specifically, each user i updates according to (4) and, in each iteration k, the user computes its averagex
A. User Dependent Stepsize
We consider a situation when users have their individual stepsize in (4). In the following proposition, we provide a per-iteration bound on the system optimal function value f * . Proposition 2: Let (A2) hold. Let {x k } be sequence generated by (4) with the stepsize τ k = τ i for user i. Letx k be the average vector with componentsx k i (of user averages). We then have for any k ≥ 1,
where D = max u,v∈X u − v , τ max = max 1≤i≤N τ i , τ min = min 1≤i≤N τ i , and δ = τ max − τ min . Proof: When X is compact, by continuity of f , a solution x * ∈ X to problem (1) exists. By using the relation x * i = Π Xi (x * i ) and the nonexpansive property of the projection operation, we can see that
). Summing over all users i, and using τ i ≤ τ max , we get
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By adding and subtracting the terms τ min
, and using F (x k ) ≤ M , we further have
with δ = τ max − τ min . By Hölders inequality, we have
By convexity of f (x) we have
, and by rearranging the terms, we obtain
Summing the preceding relations over k = 0, . . . , K yields
Dropping the nonpositive term, dividing by 2τ min (K + 1), and using x 0 − x * ≤ D and the convexity of f , we obtain
Observe that the constant error term
depends on the stepsize and does not diminish even when all users have the same stepsize. When τ max = τ min = τ , we have δ = 0 yielding a known result for a convex function f :
B. Group of Users Terminates
We next provide a bound for the case when a group of users ceases updating. In particular, we have the following result, which parallels the result of Proposition 1.
Proposition 3: Let (A2) hold, and let {x k } be generated by (6)- (7). Then, the average vectorsx
Proof: For users i continuing the updates, i.e., i ∈ I c , and all k ≥k, using x * i = Π Xi (x * i ), it can be seen that
By (6), we have x k i =x i for all i ∈ I and k ≥k. By using this together with the preceding relation, and by summing over all i, we obtain
Adding and subtracting the terms with i ∈ I, we get
By rearranging the terms, and by invoking the boundedness of the gradients and relation (6), we obtain for k ≥k,
By convexity of f , we have
Using the analysis similar to that of the proof of Proposition 2, we can see that for all k <k,
Thus, by summing the preceding relations over all k, and then dividing with 2τ (k + 1), we see that for k ≥k,
The desired estimate follows by the convexity of f and relation
V. PRIMAL-DUAL PROJECTION METHOD In many settings, an algebraic characterization of the constrained set may be essential for constructing convergent schemes. One such instance is a generalization of our canonical multiuser optimization problem given by
T and each d j : R n → R is a differentiable convex function. We assume that there is no duality gap between this problem and its dual, and that a dual optimal solution exists. 3 We use λ ∈ R m to denote a Lagrange multiplier (dual variables). The optimal primal solution x * and its corresponding optimal Lagrange multiplier λ * are jointly referred to as a primal-dual optimal solution z * (x * , λ * ), which is also a solution to the coupled fixed-point problems:
where φ x (x, λ) is defined as
T , and we often use a more compact notation z (x, λ). Multiple approaches may be applied in the construction of primal-dual methods for solving such a class of problems. Given that our emphasis is on the construction of error estimates under a wide range of generalizations, we lay an accent on simple projection schemes. If we view problem (11) as a variational inequality of the form:
+ , then, the constant steplength algorithms discussed earlier may not converge. This is primarily because the mapping φ(z) is no longer strongly monotone but merely monotone. For this weaker set of mappings, convergent projection schemes may be constructed by using Tikhonov regularization and two-step projections, amongst others 4 . We consider a regularization approach that allows for convergence to an -optimal solution. This requires the construction of a strongly monotone regularized mapping φ (x, λ), defined as φ (x, λ) (φ x (x, λ), −d(x) + λ) T . In this case, the algorithm for solving (11) is given by
For the mapping φ, we assume that: (A3) The map φ(x, λ) is Lipschitz over the set X × R m + with constant L φ . Under (A2), the boundedness of ∇d(x) follows, i.e., ∇d(x) ≤ M d for all x ∈ X and some M d > 0.
Next, we prove the Lipschitzian nature of φ(x, λ), its regularized counterpart φ (x, λ) as well as the strong monotonicity of the latter. This coupled with the stability of z * allows us to rigorously relate z * and z . Lemma 3: Let (A1)-(A3) hold. Then, the regularized mapping φ is Lipschitz with constant L( ) = L φ + and strongly monotone with constant µ = min{ν, }.
Proof: We begin by proving the Lipschitzian nature of the mapping. We have
We now consider the strong monotonicity of φ . We have
